
2. Features

1. Unique Laser Design: The unique feature of LOMVUM 
    LASER  Digital  Protractor  is  the  TWO  side   LASER 
    design! You can turn on both lasers on the left  &  right 
    side  when  doing  the  measuring ,   which  make   the 
    measurement more accurate!
2. Convenient to Carry: LOMVUM Laser Digital Protractor 
    is pocket- size and lightweight.
3. Upside down function: When the inclinometer  is turned 
    upside   down ,   the  angle  reading  on  the  LCD   will 
    automatically flip up and easy to be read.
4. Built - in rechargeable Battery:   LOMVUM Laser Digital 
    Protractor  is  USB  Rechargeable. We  adopted   3.7  v 
    300 mah  lithium  battery which  is  Eco  -   friendly  and 
    recyclable. You can charge the inclinometer with a USB 
    cable  anytime. To save the power, the inclinometer will 
    shut down in 5 minutes automatically.
5. Magnet  Designed :  Magnet  Design  allows  LOMVUM 
     Laser Protractor to be attached to any metal surface.
6. 360 °  Measurement:  360°angle measurement or slope 
     measurement  in  4  directions.  LOMVUM  digital angle 
     tool can measure in absolute &  relative measurements 
     for   determining   the  exact   angle  or   the   difference 
     between two angles.
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3. Technical Specifications
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1. General Specifications

This 3 in1 measuring tool is  great for  precision angle 
measurements, or set angles,  check  relative  angles, 
and can be used as a digital level. It is  not only useful 
for carpentry projects, but also have a lot of other uses 
around the house,  like hanging  pictures  on  the  wall, 
setting decorative  bricks in the garden, etc. The nano-
tape can be attached  to  any surface. If the tape loses 
its adhesion, you can wash it with water and then it will 
become a piece of new tape. 

Measuring Range 4 x 90° / 2 x 180°

Accuracy

Switch Between Multiple Units

Repeatability

Protection Level

Yes

° / ％

±0.2

1.44 inchscreen

Yes

0.1° 

5 minutes

IP54

Work Time 2 hours

Operating Temperature 0~50 °C

Battery 3.7v lithium battery（300mah)

Dimensions 30.8 x 60.6 x 60.6 mm

Weight 106g

1. Precision measurement.
2. USB charging.
3. Two-way 40 meters infrared.
4. Powerful magnetic attraction.
5. Digital display reading.
6. IP54 waterproof and dustproof.


